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I. INTRODUCTION 
The factor that will most influence the rate of construction of 
privately financed nuclear power reactors is the price at which a nuclear 
power plant can supply electricity. In this thesis it will be shown that 
the costs of nuclear power decrease at a regular enough rate to allow an 
estimation of these costs if only the year. or cumulative•inatalled 
water-reactor capacity, and the proposed reactor size and type are known. 
This seema to approach a minimum of required input information for any 
cost determination and it is not surprising, therefore, that the result 
is not in the form of a single value, but instead falls within a band of 
values for any reactor type, size, and time chosen. However, equally as 
important as the fact that a prediction can be made using thia minimal 
amount of information is the fact that the method proposed does apply at 
all and does apply to so many aspects of nuclear power economics. 
Due to .the small number of power reactors now in operation in the 
United States there are only a limited amount of highly reliable data 
available for economic analysis. Nevertheless, it appears that definite 
conclusions can be drawn from the information available and that the 
construction of additional reactors should increase the precision of the 
estimates made here but should not change the general character of the 
conclusions. 
This entire study was developed on the proposition that in the nuclear 
power industry, as in many other industries, there is a regular decrease 
in costs aa more units are built, technology advances, and experience is 
gained. It is the purpose of this thesis to attempt to quantify this 
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improvement aa it exista in various aspects of reactor economics and 
technology and, in addition, to attempt to expla in just why this improve-
ment has occurred and why and at what rate it is likely to occur in the 
future. 
The concept upon which this study was baaed goes under many namea, 
but it is most frequently called the manufacturing progress function or 
the learning curve. This principle states that the cost or effort 
required to produce the 2Nth unit of a product is a constant fraction 
less than the effort required to produce the Nth unit. This relationship 
has been shown to hold even for extremely large N. Use of this technique 
is becoming quite widespread in industry as a method of bueineas forecast-
ing and contract negotiation; however, it seems to have been almost 
completely neglected in the nuclear power field. 
In summary then, the purpose of this study is to see whether the 
learning curve technique is applicable to the nuclear power industry and 
if it is, to determine what assumptions must be made in its application. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Until recently little information was published about the learning 
curve and information which was available was quite old and referred 
principally to the aircraft industry. The fact that "learning" occurs in 
manufacturing operations was first recognized by the commander of Wright 
Field, M.A. Reguero , in 1925. This concept was quantified by Dr. T. P. 
Wright, who originated the "aircraft learning curve", during the 1930's. 
Since that time the recognition and appli cation of the concept have 
gradually spread throughout i ndustry; however, acceptance has not come 
until recently and little work has been done to study the significance of 
the concept. 
In 1954 Andress (1) published a general article about how to apply 
the learning curve technique to business transactions in order to turn a 
profit. In 1958 Ullmann (16) appli ed the principle in a lllOSt g~neral 
manner to both the nuclear and conventional power industri es and proposed 
a method of calculating the date at which nuclear power would become 
competitive. Ullmann's assumptions proved to be overly optimi s tic. 
Walsh (21) applied this same technique to estimate the date nuclear power 
would become competitive. In 1959 Conway and Schultz (2) published a more 
mathematical treatment of the model and stated some of its limitations. 
In 1964 Hirschmann (7, 8) extended the application of the model beyond 
its previous limits of large volume production of identical units . Re 
applied the technique to the chelllical process industr y and found that 
small numbers of large and complex plants also exhibited n1earning" 
behavior when the cost of the plants and the cost of their product were 
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examined. With the possible exception of the conventional power industry, 
Hirschmann's application is the one most similar to the case of the 
nuclear industry. Unfortunately Hirschmann did not mention the problem of 
dealing with units with large variations in capacity. This particular 
problem is acute in the nuclear industry and it must be considered. 
Due to the necessity of using the most recent possible data, 
periodicals were used as a major source of economic and technological data. 
The tabulated reactor data came mostly from the annual nuclear power 
reports of Electrical World (5, 13, 14) . This periodical provided quite 
complete costs for power reactors being built both in the United States 
and abroad. Other major sources of reactor data used were Government 
publications (17, 18, 19) and Nucleonics (11, 12, 22). Some information 
was acquired through private communications. 
Little data are available on core performance for reactors either on 
line or under construction. The reason for this is that reactor 
manufacturers are sometimes reluctant to release figures on new reactors 
until the designs are finalized. Information on successive cores is 
frequently not available because these corea have not yet been designed. 
In the case of the Peach Bottom plant, the second core will be designed 
from operating data of the first core. 
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III. TABUI.ATION OF DATA FQR POWER. REACTORS UNDER. INVESTIGATION 
The following four tables include the bulk of the economic and 
operating data available on the twenty power reactors chosen for study in 
this thesis. These data will be used as the basis of the calculations 
and graphs which will appear later in this thesis. 
The criteria used in selecting which reactors were to be studied 
were somewhat arbitrary; only United States civilian power reactors were 
considered. The assumption was made that Hallam, Fermi, Peach Bottom, 
etc. are primarily power reactors although they are also the first units 
of their respective types and thus are expected to contribute much to the 
technology of the field. The reasons the previous restrictions were made 
were to limit the study to reactors which have been analyzed using the 
same cost accounting system and to exclude reactors in which the attain-
ment of a reasonable construction cost was not a major factor of the 
design. 
A discussion of each reactor will not be given here since it is 
beyond the scope of this thesis; however, the characteristics of each 
reactor must be kept in mind when analyzing the data. 
Investment data and energy cost information conform to the Revised 
System of Accounts as determined by the Federal Power Commission in 1959. 
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Table l. Power reactor economic and operating data 
Station 
Location 
General data 
Statua 
Financing 
Reactor type 
Date const. started 
Date critical 
Net capacity, Mwe 
Inve•tment data• 
(320) Land 
(321) Structure• 
(322) Plant leas core 
(323) Turbine gen. 
(324) Acc. elect. eqp. 
(325) Miac. plant eqp. 
Svitchyard 
Other 
Total conat. coat, le•• R&D 
Total le•• R&D per net kw 
Total R&D 
Grand total 
Inergy. mills per kvh 
Fixed charge■ 
Operating charge• 
Fuel cycle 
Total 
Other data 
Core loading 
lnrichaent 
Burnup, Mwd/T 
'ftlermal efficiency, 1 
Plant factor, 1 
Shippingport• 
Shippingport, 
Pa. 
Operating on third 
seed of firat core 
A!C and private 
Preaaurized water 
March 1955 
Dec. 7, 1957 
60 
400,000 
14,600,000 
18,800,000 
7,400,000 
2,500,000 
2,300,000 
27,400,000 
73,300,000 
1,222 
110,500,000 
183,800,000 
30.92 
18.84 
10. 39 
60.15 
75 kg U-235 aeed l 
90 kg U-235 seed• 
2,3,4 
12.6 T nat. U blkt 
seeds 931 enricbed 
11,000 (av. ) 
26 
81 
Peral 
Lagoon• leach, 
Mich. 
Lov power 
nuclear teats 
First round 
Past breeder 
August 1956 Au,. 23, 1963 
90 
2,218,856 
9,951,759 
30,056,671 f 
8,076,474 
2,309,856 
3,786,807 
979,050 
lS ,680 ,682 
79,069,155 
812 
31,441,557 
104,510,712 
core: 1940 kg U 
blkt. 30,800 kg 
depleted U 
core: 25. 6t 
6,000 
30.5 
Indian Point 
Buchanan, 
N. Y. 
Operating on first 
core and blanket 
Private 
PVR 
Decuber 1956 
Aug. 2, 1962 
151c 
422,000 
44,612,000 
55,500,000i 
16,900,000 
5,930,000 
2,287,000 
125,651,000 
493 
10,771,000 
136,422,000 
8. 7 
0.9 
5 .1 
14.7 
1,300 kg U02 
17,000 kg Th02 
891 
14,800j 
29.8 
80 
Dreaden 
Morria, 
Ill. 
Operating on 
first core 
Private 
BWR., dual cycle 
March 1957 
Octci 15, 1959 
200 
386,683 
11,015,305 
13,104,294 
7,503,320 
1,752,973 
417 I 227 
6,114,000 
36,501,000 
181 
15,000,000 
51,501,000 
4.35 
9.0h 
57,560 kg U02 
10,000 
31. 7 
53.3 
1.51 
Yankee 
I.owe, 
Ka••· 
Operating on 
third core 
First round 
PWl 
November 1957 
Aug, 19, 1960 
175 
146,000 
8,599,000 
18,178,000 
8,722,000 
2,014,000 
554,000 
637,000 
310,000 
39,160,000 
224 
5,211,000 
44,371,000 
4.6 
2.5 
2.8 
9 .91 
20,880 kg U 
6,300 
29 
66.9 
3.41 
8nata based on first core, terminated 2/9/64; fixed charges for last 8 months includes eat, depreciation, ada, and gen. 
expenses, ins., taxes and return on plant investment. 
hwtth initial alloy core; 200 Mwth, 65.9 gro•• Mar, 60.9 net Mw. 
cFrom reactor, oil-fired superheat boosts total to 225 Mw. 
dup from 184 Mw since Sept. 5, 1962. 
•FPC accounts from TID-8531, "Costa of Nuclear Power". 
£Includes $6,975,000 by Detroit !dison Co. for stand-by fossil-fired ateaa generator. 
81ncludea auperheatera. 
hsecond core estimated at 8.0 milla/kvh. 
i1ased on 175 Mw, 801 P.F., 20 year depreciation, 
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Table 2. Power reactor economic and operating data 
Station 
Location 
General data 
Status 
Pt.nancing 
Reactor type 
Date conat. atarted 
Date critical 
et capacity, Mwe 
Investment data 
(320) Land 
(321) Structure• 
(322) Plant less core 
(323) Turbine gen. 
(324) Acc. elect. eqp. 
(325) Misc. plant eqp. 
Switchyard 
Other 
Total conat. cost, leas R&D 
Total le•• R&D per net kw 
Total R&D 
Grand total 
Energy. mills per kwh 
Fixed charges 
Operating charge• 
Fuel cycle 
Total 
Other data 
Core loading 
Enrichment 
Burnup, Mwd/T 
Thermal efficiency, 1 
Plant factor, 1 
Elk River• 
Elk River, 
Minn. 
Operating on 
first core 
ABC 
BWR 
Aug. 1958 
Nov. 19, 1962 
22 
1,536,914 
9,167,830 
l, 121,842 
282,101 
11,310 
' 134,114 
1,139,348 
13,393,348 
617 
13,393,348 
13 
208 kg U02 & 
4,300 kg Th02 
4.31 
6,700 
31.4 
Hallam 
Hallam, 
Nebr. 
Operating on 
first core 
Second round 
Sodium-graphite 
April 1959 b 
Jan. 19, 1962 
76 
124,950 
5,069,492 
13,051,286 
5,573,294 
1,044,720 
51,362,000 
675 
16,236,000 
67,598,000 
11. 7 
2.2 
3.3 
17. 2 
27,000 kg U02 
3.61 
8,000 
29.5 
aeurrently operating as a test reactor rather than a power plant. 
bnry critical, later wet critical in August 1962. 
clncludea $5,676,000 for engineering design and inspection. 
Piqua 
Piqua, Ohio 
Operating on 
first core 
Second round 
Organic 
July 1959 
June 10, 1963 
11.4 
Site furnished 
Existing 
d 7,589,000 
665 
3,485,355 
ll,074,355d 
6.4 
11,0d 
6,910 kg U 
l.94t 
3,000 
25.l 
dEarly estimates, actual costs being compiled but expected to exceed by several millions, 
Pathfinder 
Sioux Falla, 
S. D. 
Low power 
testing 
Third round 
BWR, internal 
sprhtr. 
November 1959 
March 24, 1964 
62 
450,000 
3,070,000 
7,600,000 
5,850,000 
600,000 
300,000 
700,000 
3,930,000 
20,210,000 
325 
13,950,000 
34,160,000 
Boiler: 7550 kg U02 
Sprhtr.: ~O kg U-235 
Boiler: 2. 21 
Sprhtr. : 901 
1,soof 
31.5 
elaied on 701 P.P. Actual first yr. P.F. waa 481 due to shutdown•. Insurance included i n operation charges. 
floiler region. 
Big 'lock Point 
Charlevoix, 
Mich. 
Operating on 
first core and 
R&D bundle• 
Third round 
BWR, forced 
circ. 
May 1960 
Sept. 27, 1962 
71.5 
194,000 
3,324,000 
9,214,000 
4,008,000 
651,000 
666,000 
282,000 
7,843,000C 
26,182,000 
366 
3,956,000 
30,138,000 
10.53 
2.83 
3.75 
11.ue 
8,750 kg U02 
3.2% 
11,000 
33 
48 
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Table 3. Power reactor economic and operatin& data 
Station 
Location 
General data 
Status 
Financing 
Reactor type 
Date const. started 
Date critical 
Net capacity, Mwe 
Inve•t•nt data 
(320) Land 
(321) Structure■ 
(322) Plant le•• core 
(323) Turbine aen. 
(324) Acc. elect. eqp. 
(325) Mi1c. plant eqp. 
Svitchyard 
Other 
Total conat. coat, le•• ll&D 
rotal le•• R&D per net kw 
Total R&D 
Grand total 
!nergy1 aill• per kwh 
Fixed charge• 
Operating charge• 
Fuel cycle 
Total 
Other data 
Core loading 
lnricluaent 
Burnup, 1-d/T 
Thermal efficiency, i 
Plant factor, i 
•Include• $4,163,750 ABC coata. 
BONUS 
Pta. Higuera, 
P.R. 
Start up 
Second round 
BWR, int. sprhtr. 
August 1960 
April 13, 1964 
16.5 
148,000 
3,123,186 
3,824,515 
1,488,900 
799,532 
191,400 
7,299,967 
16,875,500 
1,023 
1,100,000 
17,975,500 
14.6 
4.3 
6.0 
24.9 
Boiler: 2.81 t. U 
Sprhtr.: 1.79 t. U 
Boiler: 2.41 
Sprhtr.: 3.51 
11,000 
33 
80 
blncludea $4,694,910 A!C coats, omits fuel, 
cilc - $4,229,440 and Dairyland - $905,000. 
dlarly eatimatea; final figures not yet available. 
•Include• $453,000 for training 1imulator. 
Humboldt Bay 
lureka, Cal. 
Operating on 
Pirat core 
Private 
BWR, nat. circ. 
November 1960 
Peb. 16, 1962 
50.S 
2,900,000 
8,800,000 
4,500,000 
700,000 
300,000 
3,400,000 
20,600,oood 
425d 
000 
20,600,000 
a.od 
15,700 kg 002 
2.61 
11,000 
30.4 
79.3 
Peach Bottom 
Peach Bottom, 
Pa. 
Conatruction 
751 completed 
Third round 
Gas cooled 
February 1962 
Early 1965 
40 
341,000 
2,793,900 
lS,678,000 
4,911,000 
971,500 
1,275,000 
471,500 
1,656,300 
28,099,000e 
703 
17 ,ooo,ooof 
45,099,000 
220 kg U-235, 
11 kg U-238, 
1,450 kg 'th 
93.5% 
60,000h 
34.5 
fruel development by GA $14,500,000, poat•conatruction R&D $2,000,000, fuel-uae waiver $500,000. 
llaaed on 2nd core at 90\ P.F. 
hAverage for U-235 plua Th-232. 
Bodega Bay 
Sonoma County, 
Cal. 
Site 
preparation 
Private 
BWR, forced circ. 
larly 1963 
1966 (?) 
313 
150,000 
7,830,000 
23,429,000 
13,277,000 
1,920,000 
1,505,000 
2,692,000 
10,715,000 
61,528,000 
197 
000 
61,528,000 
3.1 
0.6 
1.9 
5.78 
70,100 kg U 
2.s1 
16,500 
31 
90 
Dairyland 
LaCroaae, 
Wile. 
Under 
construction 
Second round 
BWR 
March 1963 
Fall 1965 
so 
101,619 
7,251,080. 
5,066,443b 
2,974,361 
304,490 
106,152 
S,134,J40C 
20,938,485 
416 
20,938,485 
8,600 kg 11 
3.41 
13,200 
30.3 
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Table 4. Power reactor econoraic and operating data 
Station 
Location 
General data 
Status 
Financing 
Reactor type 
Date const. started 
Date critical 
Net capacity, Mire 
Investment data 
(320) Land 
(321) Structures 
(322) Plant leas core 
(323) Turbine gen. 
(324) Acc. elect. eqp. 
(325) Misc. plant eqp. 
Switchyard 
Other 
Total conat, cost, leas R&D 
Total less R&D per net kv 
Total R&D 
Grand total 
Inergy. mills per kwh 
Fixed charges 
Operating charges 
Fuel cycle 
Total 
Other data 
Core loading 
Enrichment 
Burnup, Mwd/T 
Thermal efficiency, 1 
Plant factor, 1 
•scheduled test operation. 
San Onofre 
San Clemente, 
Cal. 
Designed 
Private 
PWB. 
October 1963 
Late 1966 
375 
Leased 
1, 191,000b 
77,312,oooc 
1,964,000 
82,000,000 
215 
9,500,000 
91,500,000 
3.98 
0.42 
1.99 
6.39 
61,000 kg UOz 
3.61, 
24,000 
31 
90 
Malibu Beach 
w. of 
Loa Angeles 
In design 
Modified 
third round 
PWR. 
Sept. 1963 
1967 
462 
42,029,000 
22,706,000 
4,195,000 
85,990,000 
186 
9,635,400 
9S,62S,400d 
2.4 
0.5 
1.8 
4_7g 
70,100 kg U 
3.8l 
31.4 
80 
bsite preparation only, structures included in turnkey contract. 
Connecticut Yankee Nine Mile Point 
Haddam Neck, Conn. Near Oswego, 
In design 
Modified 
third round 
PWll 
Sept. 1963 
1967 
463 
600,000 
6,024,000 
33,287,000 
17,920,000 
2,150,000 
662,000 
85,000,000 
184 
6,050,000 
93,750,000e 
S.0-6.0 
70,100 kg U 
3,6l 
20,000 
31.4 
80-90 
N. Y. 
In deeign 
Private 
April l, 1968a 
soo 
l,S00,000 
11,500,000 
30,775,000 
18,750,000 
2,025,000 
1,350,000 
2,000,000 
22,100,000 
90,200,000 
180 
000 
90,200,000 
3.89 
0.61 
2.17 
6.67h 
95,000 kg UOz 
16,500 
32.5 
80 
cTurnkey contract plus $5,116,000 for off-shore circulating-water facility. 
Oyster Creek 
Lacey Town.ship, 
N.J. 
In deaign 
Private 
BVll 
Mid 1967 
SlS 
775,000 
60,000,000 
68,000,000 
132 
68,000,000 
95,000 kg U02 
13,400 
32.2 
88 
dModified third round includes waiver of fuel use charge for five years (not shown) and $9,635,000 engr. design coat. 
eKodified third round includes waiver of fuel use charge for five years (not shown) and $6,050,000 engr. de•ign cost. 
f Calculated from Report on Economic Anal7•i• for Oyster Creek Nuclear Electric Generating Station (9), 
'Baaed on 70l P.F. 
hvaries with P.F., final net capability, and fuel cost. 
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IV. THEORY OF THE LEARNING CURVE 
The manufacturing progress {unction was first studied in the aircraft 
industry during World War II. It was noticed that for each doubling of 
the production of airframes the cost per unit was reduced by a constant 
fraction of the first unit in the doubled sequence. This reduction 
factor was found to be almost constant throughout the industry. The 
initial applications of the progress function were to the production of 
large volumes of identical units. Subsequently it has been applied (7) 
to low-volume highly complex production (as in the case of reactors) and 
it has even been found to apply to the improvement in performance (plant 
stretchout) of these large complex units. 
Dr. T. P. Wright, who originated the "aircraft learning curvef', 
postulated that learning may be represented by the following model 
(1) 
where i = the production count beginning with the first unit, i ~ 1.0 
Yi= cost or effort required to produce the ith unit 
a= cost or other quantitative measure of effort required to 
produce the first unit, hence a• Y1 
b a measure of rate of reduction, i.e., - log (fractional reduc-
tion)/log i 
This model has the characteristic of describing constant percentage 
reductions. That is, let 
-
i' 
= C 
i 
11 
where i and i 1 represent two points in some production sequence, i' being 
subsequent to i. Then if one takes the ratio of the relationships 
describing the two points one finds that 
-b Yi'= Y1 • i 1 
Yi= Y1. 1-b 
(2) 
This ratio is dependent only on Cf the ratio of the numerical order of the 
points in production, and b, the reduction factor. Thus the ratio is 
independent of i', i , and Y1. The rate of progress is usually defined as 
the complement of the reduction which occurs when production is doubled. 
That is, rate of progress is equal to c·b expressed as a percentage. 
I - 0.322 an example suppose i' i = C = 2 and b = 0.322, then 2 • 0.80. 
curve represents a 201 reduction of the dependent variable with each 
doubling of capacity and is thus designated an 801 curve. 
The logarithmic transformation of the model is 
As 
This 
log Yi= log Y1 - blog i (3) 
which is the equation of a straight line with a slope of minus b. The 
fact that this equation gives a straight line on log-log paper is 
aignificant in establishing the simplicity and utility of this method 
because it allows extrapolation and analysis of data over large changes 
in variables in a very direct manner. 
One of the characteristics of this technique is that if it is 
desired to extrapolate the sum of two curves, these two curves cannot be 
',, 
directly added together to produce a straight line. Consider the sum of 
the following 
the sum is 
12 
. -B Yi= Y1 . l. 
Yi .., Yl • i-b 
(4) 
A plot of Y1 + Yi versus 1, the number of units produced, on log-log 
coordinates is a convex curve. the shape of which is a function of Y1 1 Yl, 
B, and b. The sum will be a straight line if and only if B = b so that 
(5) 
Therefore, if this model is assumed to hold for two component parts of a 
task it cannot also be assumed to hold for the sum of the two components 
unless the separate curves both have the same slope. This will not be 
the general case so this non-additative characteristic precludes the 
simultaneous use of the " linear" model at more than one level of organiza-
tion. For this reason the curves for nuclear fixed costs could not, in 
general, be added to fuel cycle costs and operation and maintenance costs 
in order to determine the total rate of cost reduction for the entire 
nuc lear plant. This trait will be seen to charac terize all of the work 
which follows. 
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V. INTRODUCTII0N TO THE PROBLEM 
Progress in manufacturing effectiveness frequently takes place as 
time passes and production conti1nues. In the nuclear industry this 
progress is due primarily to teclb.nological advancement and not to learning 
of the workers. This fact is pa:C"ticularly true in the case of the 
progressive cost re.ductions whiclb. have accompanied the construction of a 
new power reactor. Individual liearning of skills and job performance have 
been passed on only to a small diegree because of the relatively great 
physical differences in the reac:tors and also because no single company 
has had a great deal of experiem:e in reactor design. All of these 
factors tend to minimize the effiect of individual improvement in the 
performance of a routine duty and this is the basis on which the concept 
was originally conceived. Sever,al companies are now offering water 
reactors on a semi-mass productii,n basis. This should increase the 
component of improvement due to human learning though it will still be 
small. 
In order to study the decre,asing costs of nuc lear -power more quanti-
tatively, only the light-water m,derated reactors will be analyzed in 
detail since they represent the i)nly type which has been produced in 
sufficient number to make possible a reasonably detailed study. The 
physics of the water DlOderated rieactors is rather well developed and it 
is assumed that all companies wh:ich are building these reactors have the 
same technological foundation. '.[his assumption is necessary in order for 
the companies to compete with ea1ch other on a reasonable basis . 
Before proceeding further, :something of the nature of the over-all 
14 
cost-of-power situation should be understood, especially since these 
conclusions will be used later in the analysis of data. Figure l shows 
how the cost of unit capacity of electrical power decreases for water 
moderated reactors and conventional steam plants. The primary purpose 
of this thesis will be to investigate a method of determining the 
decrease with time of this cost versus size curve and in the process of 
this investigation several associated "learning curves" will be studied. 
From Fi gure 1 a somewhat arbitrary distinction was made in plant sizes , 
with plants less than about lSO Mwe being classified as small and those 
above 150 Mwe being classified as large. The basis of this decision was 
that the nuclear curve in Figure 1 may be approximated for ·• reasonable 
distance on each side of 150 Mwe by straight lines. One of the most 
significant characteristics of the nuclear power industry is that the 
total power cost decreases very rapidly with size in the small plant 
sizes. This characteristic is principally a result of the large capital 
investment inherent in the construction of power reactors and the fact 
that total capital investment does not increase rapidly wi th size. 
Depenjing upon how the curve is fitted to the nuclear plant data it can 
be seen that for plants above about 500 Mwe the total installed cost for 
nuc lear plants is about equal to that of conventionally fired plants. It 
should be recognized that this figure represents the state of the art over 
a period of time, with the larger plants being designed more r ecently. 
Points representing Shippingport and BONUS were not i nc luded because 
Shippingport was the first full scale power reactor and BONUS ia a small 
nuclear-superheat reactor. The costs of both these r eactors were 
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exceptionally high. Indian Point was also not represented because even 
though it is a water reactor it is fueled with a thoria•urania mixture 
and was subject to unusually high development ~nd fabrication costs. 
Predictions from publication SL•l674 (18) were reviewed and it was 
found that when the predicted costs for PWR's and BWR.'s were averaged 
the results fell very close to the curve described by the actual nuclear 
plant data. The cost data from SL-1674 covered the 75-300 Mwe size range. 
Insufficient data are available on reactors other than the water 
moderated type to draw curves for them analogous to Figure 1. This is 
because each of the basic reactor concepts, except for the light water 
JllOderated reactors, is represented by only a single reactor in operation 
or under construction. 
From Figure 1 it can be seen that total installed costs are equal 
for ~uclear and conventional power at about 500 Mwe. However, nuclear 
power could still be competitive at smaller sizes if the higher installed· 
pl•nt costs were balanced by lower costs of operation, maintenance, and 
fuel . 
It has been proposed (15) that the predicted Oyster Creek costs are 
based on artificially low coats due mostly to intense competition. 
General Electric has recently released a schedule of prices for 50-1000 
Mwe boiling water reactors (12) and these prices are about 121 above 
those estimated for the Oyster Creek plant. Figure 2 is a plot of the 
General Electric cost data, again shown with the conventional cost curve. 
The nuclear cost curve represents the present state of the art and is 
seen to be 111Uch lower than the corresponding curve in Figure l even though 
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the General !lectric prices are guaranteed or "ceiling prices" for a turn-
key contract. These estimates assumed an 801 load factor and 121 fixed 
charge rate; a factor of lSt (suggested by General Electric) was added to 
account for interest, land, and contingencies . 
19 
VI. APPLICATION OF LEARNING THEORY 
A. Application to Capital Costs and Total Power Costs 
The problem then is to discover whether there has been an orderly 
decrease in the costs of nuclear power and if a regular decrease has been 
occurring, to determine what pattern, if any, it follows. Also, since 
"learning'' appears to be a rather general phenomenon, to how many 
processes is it applicable? These objectives dictate a trial and error 
type of analysis . 
Fundamentally what is desired is to find the rate of ·decrease. of the 
nuclear curve in Figure 1 as a function of time. 
In the application of the learning curve technique, the first 
problem is to discover a reasonable method of sequentially ordering the 
data. Since this technique is based upon a reduction of cost or effort 
for each doubling of production (capacity) it seelllS reasonable to choose 
cumulative megawatts of nuclear capacity as the abscissa. However, on 
what basis should this cumulative capacity data be ordered? Should date 
of start of construction, date of completion of construction, date of 
initial criticality, date on line, or some other method be used?. By a 
process of trial and error it was found that when the data are arranged 
as a function of the time of start of construction the results best fit 
the learning curve. Ordering according to some of the other alternatives 
might seem preferable to using dates of start of construction, but these 
dates are usually known more precisely than the others. Also they do not 
i nclude the delays in construction and startup which have plagued almost 
20 
all reactors up to the present time. 
Data used in constructing the curves in this section are collected 
in Table 5. The cumulative capacity was determined with respect to the 
reactor power at the time of startup. Many of the plants have already 
increased their output and a lmost all of them anticipate higher power 
operation eventually. Since information on costs in terms of dollars 
per installed kilowatt is readily available and mill per kilowatt hour 
data are somewhat more scarce, these data were generated in the following 
manner whenever necessary. 
dollars !mills lyear I 1 
1
rated capacity/ 
kw capy. dollar hours years to amortize average load = 
mills 
kwh 
Using thi• calculation one is required to assume an amortization period 
and load factor. The first reactors were expected to produce power for 
about twenty years; however, the present ones are expected to remain in 
operation for thirty years, s i milar to the lifetimes of conventional 
plants. Load factors should be somewhat higher for nuclear than for 
conventional plants because of strong economic incentives (low fuel cost 
and high capital cost) to operate nuclear reactors as base load plants. 
The exact values one chooses for these parameters should depend upon the 
particular plant . 
In Figures 3 and 4 the decrease in capital costs and total power 
costs were investigated for large nuclear power reactors and for compari-
son purposes predicted data for conventional power plants of S00 Mwe were 
included (10). In order to determine the reduction factor for the curves 
in Figure 3 and sub~equent figures, use was made of the following 
rearrangement of Equation 2 
21 
Table 5. Learning curve data 
Cost of power 
Reactor Net elect.capy. Cum. water Cum. total mills 
initial/final capy • • Mwe capy •• Mwe $/kw kwh 
Shippingport 60 Mwe 60 
(150 Mwe)a 
60 1,220 60.15 
Fermi 90 150 812 
(145) 
Indian Point 151 211 301 493 14. 7 
Dresden 180 391 481 183 9.0 
(200) 
Yankee 136 S01 591 224 9.45 
(175) 
Elk River 22 523 613 700 13.0 
Hallam 76 689 675 11.0 
Piqua 11.4 700 665 11.0 
Pathfinder 62 585 762 325 16.2 
Big Rock Point 71. 5 657 834 366 17 .11 
BONUS 16 673 850 1,023 24.9 
Humboldt Bay 50.2 723 900 425 8.0 
Peach Bottom 40 940 703 
Bodega Bay 313 1,036 1,253 194 5.7 
Dairyland 50 1,086 1,303 416 
San Onofre 375 1,461 1,678 212 6.5 
Malibu Beach 462 1,923 2,140 186 4.76 
Connecticut Yankee 463 2,386 2,603 190 S.5 
(580) 
Nine Mile Point 500 2,886 3,103 180 6.67 
(620) 
Oyster Creek 515 3,401 3,618 132 4.05 
(620) (110) (3.69) 
8values in parenthesis represent ultimate operating conditions. 
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where C1 = cost of reference unit 
Cz = cost of subsequent unit 
Xl = series location of reference unit 
X2 = series location of subsequent unit 
b = exponential relationship between the two ratios. 
For the graph of capital costs versus cumulative water-reactor 
capacity in Figure 3, the slope, b, was found to be 0.111. This 
corresponds to a reduction factor of 7.St for each doubling of nuclear 
capacity. For the conventional curve the slope, b, was found to be 0.043, 
which corresponds to a reduction factor of 3\. In all of the older 
literatur e this reduction factor was taken to be 121 for both nuclear and 
conventional units and was determined for conventional power plants by 
drawing the curve as an unbroken straight line from data points in the 
twenties or thirties to points at the time of the study. The problem 
with doing this is that the sharp decrease in costs during the thirties 
and forties is treated as a normal occurrence. This would appear incor• 
rect. It seems that the rate of conventional cost reduction should be 
more nearly represented by the trend established over the past 15 years 
during "normal'' times. Figure 5 shows actual installed costs for conven-
tional plants over the past thirteen years and also includes predic ted 
installed costs for 500 Mw plants. This curve has a reduction factor 
of 7 . 5~. It is probably not unreasonable to include plants of 500 Mw in 
this figure since the average size of conventional plants has been 
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increasing with time. Figure 6 illustrates the increase in average 
fossil-fired steam-station size with increase in cumulative installed 
conventional capacity. The average station size has increased exponen-
tially since World War II and it shows no sign of leveling. If this 
trend continues, by 1970 the average station size in the United States 
will be about 420 Mw. Thus it does not seem unreasonable to use 500 Mw 
plants as an average plant size in the period 1970-1980. The rate of 
reduction of cMpital costs is about the same for large nuclear plants and 
conventional units. Hovever, if there is any doubt which is larger the 
nuclear plants must be credited with the larger reduction factor, since 
conventional costs have been irregular and certainly not decreasing 
over the past fifteen years. The reason for this seems to be that while 
the cost of nuclear plants is being kept inflated by strict safety 
regulations, technological advances have allowed net cost reductions. 
The conventional industry is limited by the difficulty of having 
to make improvements on a well established technology. 
From previous investigations (2), it has been found that operations 
requiring 75'Z of the total labor as direct labor in assembly experience a 
reduction factor of about 20t; while if sot of the total effort is 
required as direct labor and sot as machine work, a 15'Z reduction factor 
results. And an operation requiring 251 assembly labor and 751 machine 
work is typified by a 101 reduction factor. From these observations and 
the small slopes calculated from Figure 3 it seems reasonable to assume 
that the power industry is paced by machines. This means that the 
construction of power plants is highly dependent upon the use of machinery 
27 
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and equipment and the operation and nature of these machines are not 
easily modified to improve efficiency. In contrast, human labor is very 
flexible and leads to much larger rates of reduction. Since so little 
direct labor is used in power plant design and construction it seems 
reasonable that any large reduction factors which occur would be due to 
technological advancements. The small reduction factors characteristic 
of the conventional power industry over the last fifteen or so years 
indicate that continued reductions in costs have been difficult to 
achieve and will probably be achieved in the future only by the exertion 
of considerable effort. In contrast, while nuclear power is confronted 
with essentially the same manpower problems as the conventional power 
industry, rapid technoloaical advances have permitted quite large reduc-
tion factors in some areas. 
In Figure 3 the nuclear data fall on a straight line and this line 
can be continued to include the predictions of Maxson and Chittenden (10) 
over the next twenty years . Also shown on Figure 3 is the curve which 
Maxson and Chittenden predicted for conventional plants. The slope of 
this curve is somewhat less than the one for nuclear plants because 
nuclear power represents a new and rapidly developing technology. Again 
the predicted points lie on a straight line, as one would expect from 
learning theory. In order to use Maxson and Chittenden'• data to compare 
nuclear and conventional costs at the same point in time, Figure 8 was 
used to convert megawatts of nuclear capacity to a time scale. The 
prediction of Mayer was used and while this prediction is more optimistic 
than_ the prediction of Zebroski and Ergen in 1960 (22) and less 
29 
optimistic than Davis and Roddis' (3) prediction in 1957, Mayer's predic• 
tion was used because it fitted the known data better. The times when 
these other estimates were made correspond, respectively, to periods of 
pessimism and high optimism. In addition, the point for 1980, which was 
predicted by the 1962 Report !2 !!!!_ President (17) , falls very close to 
Mayer's predicted value. 
Figure 4 shows the total power cost in mills per kilowatt hour for 
large nuclear generating stations plotted against cumulative water•reactor 
capacity. Also on this figure are the predicted future costs of both 
conventional and nuclear plants in the 500 Mwe size range. These 
estimates are again by Maxson and Chittenden and indicate that the rapid 
decreases in total power cost will probably soon break and begin a more 
gradual decline. The total power coat curve has been decreasing at the 
very rapid rate of 27. 51. This decrease in total cost of power bas been 
due to the lengthening of the proposed useful life of nuclear reactors, 
ta an increase in load fac tors as mechanical "bugs" are worked out of the 
designs, and to more rapid methods of refueling. The tremendous progreaa 
in these areas cannot be continued indefinitely; therefore one would 
expect the curve to break. 
In Figure 7 are shown the total conatr~ction costa for small power 
reactors (22-72 Mwe) versus cumulative water-reactor capacity. This curve 
decreases at a rate of 26. 51. Again this rapid rate of reduction is 
associated with great technological change and the curve should break soon 
and begin a more gradual decrease. A determination of just when thi s 
break will occur and what the slope will be after it does is beyond the 
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scope of this method of analysis. The total power cost curve for small 
plants was not made because of the intermittent operation of these plants. 
This mode of operation causes large variations in load factors which 
introduce discrepancies in the total-power costs and renders the results 
meaningless. Using total-power costs for large plants give reasonable 
results because they operate at more nearly the same conditions. Load 
factors on the large power reactors have been varying betweea 531 and 9oi. 
Thus the advantage of plotting capital costs rather than total-power costs 
versus cumula tive capacity is that the plant load factor doea not add to 
the scatter of the data. The plant efficiency can also be eliminated as 
a variable by plotting the graphs versus cumulative thermal megawatts, 
but this produces no noticeable change in the linearity of the data. 
The General Electric price for 125 Mwe reactors was also plotted on 
Figure 7. The point fell slightly above the prediction i ndicating that 
the leveling trend may already be appearing. Figure 7 is for amall plants 
and while 125 Mwe was not considered a small plant a few years ago, it 
might easily be considered so now. Figures 3, 4, 5 and 7 are relative, 
with respect to size, in the sense that ease and cost of fabrication of a 
given aize plant change as technology advances and facilities improve. 
These curves may be t hought of as operating on a sliding scale, that is, 
the si~e of the plant included in each size range increases as time 
passes. Thus far only curves lumping reactors together as " large" or 
" small'' have been plotted, but the pr oblem arises of not knowing just what 
size range one is dealing with since t he range change• with time. The 
solution, of course, is to continue to use the technique proposed here 
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but to plot a family of curves with plant capacity as a parameter rather 
than grouping all reactors into one of two categories as is done here. 
At the present there is insufficient data to plot these families of 
curves. If they were plotted though, one would expect the slopes (reduc-
tion factors) to be somewhat less than the slopes found in this thesis 
because cost benefits are gained by going to larger reactor sizes. By 
using a range of sizes in which the largest size in the range constantly 
increases, benefits are implicitly incorporated into the results. 
In summary then, due to scattering of the small amount of data avail-
able, the learning curve technique is not applicable in the nuclear 
industry at the present time for predicting precise power costs. 
Detailed studies are still required; however, the technique proposed here 
should be capable of predicting whether or not it would be practical to 
make a detailed analysis. 
One of the salient characteristics of the manufactu~ing progress 
function is that it predict& a continuing decrease in power costs~ 
infinitum. Interestingly enough, industry has found that as long as 
continued cost reductions have been vigorously sought the product costs 
have followed the manufacturing progress function, or learning curve, with 
excellent regularity. 
B. Application to Research and Development Costs 
Up to this time most power reactor& have had the use of government 
111:0ney to help support their research and development work. All of them 
have benefited from the initial technological foundation developed by the 
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government and all of them must Pe licensed and approved by the government 
before they can go on line. Because of the extensive role of the Federal 
Government in the nuclear power induetry, its involvement will be briefly 
reviewed. 
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 opened the door to the private ownership 
and operation of reactors and to the use of special nuclear materials. 
Since that time the government has offered to cooperate in the construc-
tion of new power reactors under one of three basic cooperative agreements. 
Under the first-round agreements, the ABC offered technical and financial 
assistance, including waiver of normal use charges for special nuclear 
material, and the support of research and development. (Special nuclear 
material as referred to here is enriched uranium.) The results of the 
first-round proposals provided for the construction of the Dresden, 
Yankee, Fermi, and Hallam facilities, all of which are large power 
reactors. 
The second-round invitations specifically requested proposals for 
small plants and were of interest primarily to consunaer and cooperatively 
owned utilities. They provided for AEC financing and ownership of the 
nuclear steam supply system, research and development support, and waiver 
of fuel use charges. These invitations eventually resulted in construc-
tion of the Elk River and Piqua facilities. The ground rules for the 
second-round type contractual agreement included separate contracting by 
the AEC for reactor design, fabrication, and construction. The rules 
provided for ABC financing of reactor operation and maintenance costs, 
purchase by the utility of the steam delivered, and the option for the 
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utility to buy the reactor. 
In January 1957, third invitations for proposals were extended by 
the AEC in which no restrictions were placed on the size or type of plant 
except that the plant make a significant contribution toward the achieve-
ment of the commercial utilization of nuclear power. In addition, free 
use of heavy water during the first five years of plant operation was 
offered for certain reactor types. Three general types of assistance 
~ere provided under third-round agreements: (1) waiver of use charges for 
source and special nuclear materials over a specified time; (2) per• 
formance of research and development in ABC laboratories at less than 
full cost for work done which could not reasonably be done elsewhere; 
and (3) support up to a fixed amount for research and development 
required to advance the technology of projects achieving economic, 
abundant, and safe nuclear power. The Pathfinder and CVIR facilities 
were constructed under these proposals. 
In order to add more flexibility and, hopefully, increase the rate 
of economic progress of the nuclear power program, provisions were also 
made for AEC support of unsolicited proposals. 
In general then, the position of the AEC has been to assume full 
responsibility for laboratory experi.Inents, critical experiments, reactor 
experiments. and related activities needed to develop the technical 
feasibility of reactor systems. It was the hope of the AEC that private 
industry would continue the development and construction of the various 
power reactor concepts once their technology had been firmly established 
and the concepts were reasonably competitive. Industry has been 
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cooperating well. 
Table 6 shows research and dlevelopment cost data for the various 
power reactors in the United States for vhich total research and develop-
ment costs in dollars per watt, ~•r millions of dollars per megawatt, have 
been evaluated. Figure 9 shows this data plotted versus cumulative net 
electrical water-reactor capacity. The Shippingport reactor was not 
represented since it was the fir1:t nuclear power reactor and a very large 
R&D effort was required to put it: on line. BONUS and Pathfinder were not 
included because they are nuclea:1:· superheat reactors and are, in a sense, 
test reactors. Another feature 01£ this graph is the fact that three 
reactors are not represented becliLuse of low costs. The boiling-water 
reactors Humboldt Bay, Bodega Bay, and Nine Mile Point will require no 
significant R.&D expenditures accc1rding to present plans. 
It seems that the developme11Lt costs of a specific reactor type 
follow a cost reduction process ,rery similar to the manufacturing 
progress function as long as techlnological development is actively sought 
from reactor to reactor and as lc,ng as technology is not pushed too far 
beyond the state of the art. The! water reactors are attaining a rather 
high degree of sophistication, which is associated with their decreasing 
research and development costs. Very soon improvements in water reactors 
will be in the nature of continufng refinements rather than large 
improvements and this state will probably be associated with quite small 
and rather constant R&D costs. 
Due to the correlation founcil between R&D costs and cumulative 
production of water reactors, it should be reasonable to assume that a 
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Table 6. Research and development costs 
Reactor ABC 
($xl0-6) 
Non-AEC 
C$x10-6) 
Total 
($xl0-6) 
$/watt 
Shippingport $110. 0 0.5 110.5 1.84 
Fermi 4.45 26.99 31.44 0.350 
Indian Point 0.00 10.77 10. 77 0.0713 
(0.075) 
Dresden 0.00 15.0 15.0 0.0834 
(0.0297) 
Yankee s.o 0 . 2 5.2 0.0434 
Elk River 0.95 o.oo 0.95 0 .0432 
Hallam 16.2 o.oo 16.2 0 . 214 
Piqua 3.49 o.oo 3.49 0.306 
Pathfinder 10.3 3.65 13.95 0.226 
Big Rock Point 3.2 0.76 3.96 0.0554 
BONUS 0.9 0.2 1.1 0.0689 
Humboldt Bay o.o o.o o.o 0.000 
Peach Bottom 17 .o 7.7 24. 7 0 . 619 
Bodega Bay o.o o.o o.o o.oo 
Dairyland 
San Onofre o.o 9.5 9.S 0.0254 
Malibu Beach 9.64 0.0 9.64 0.0209 
Connecticut Yankee o.o 6.05 6.05 0.0131 
Nine Mile Point o.o o.o 0.0 o.oo 
Oyster Creek 
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similar correlation will apply to other reactor types such as the high 
temperature gas cooled and fast breeder reactors. At present there are 
insufficient data to test this hypothesis. In spite of limited informa-
tion, this method should be very useful in estimating future R&D 
expenditures for new reactor concepts, especially since these costs 
have frequently been greatly underestimated in the past. It will be 
interesting to see if other reactor types have the same R&D cost reduction 
factor as the water reactors. Reduction rates of these newer reactor 
types will probably be greater since they will have the experience of the 
water reactors to draw upon. 
Finally. the R&D costs of the first power reactors of several differ• 
ent types will be investigated in an effort to determine the significance 
of these values. It might be thought that R&D costs per unit capacity 
might be made as small as desired by increasing the capacity of the plant, 
but this usually is impractical and is sometimes impossible. For 
instance, at first it was thought impossible to build very large water 
reactors because of nuclear stability problems; thus technological 
problems and the lack of desire to tie up more money than necessary tend 
to limit the size of first unitso From Figure 10 one might infer that 
Shippingport was a more advanced design than Fermi since it had a higher 
R&D cost, but this obviously is not true. Even Fermi has benefited from 
experience gained with Shippingport. It is true, though, that as reactor 
designs become more complex and unique R&D costs go up. That is, Hallam 
and Pathfinder have relatively low R&D costs because of previous sodium 
and water experience in conventional industry. Fermi and HTGR. are more 
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expensive than other first designs because of inherent difficulties in 
fast reactor design and because of the novel fuel elements in HTGR. 
In Figure 10 are shown the R&D costs per unit capacity for all the 
first-unit power plants so far constructed. The lower curve represents 
the rate of reduction for water reactors and was taken from Figure 9 . 
The slopes of these curves are about the same, with the rate of reduction 
for first units being 48% and that for the water reactors being 41%. The 
reason the rate of reduction is greater for first units is that there are 
more areas for improvement in new designs than in old ones. 
The R&D costs used in this analysis included only those expenditures 
related to each specific reactor and did not take into account the large 
outlay by the AEC and nuclear industry necessary to develop the general 
technology. 
C. Application to Construction and Start-Up Times 
It has been found in the chemical industry (7) that the amount of 
time required to bring a plant on line follows a regular reduction 
reminiscent of the learning curve. Therefore it is reasonable to see if 
this saving of time has also occurred in the nuclear power industry. Has 
the construction time also decreased? Since there are large differences 
in capacities of nuclear power plants one would expect almost no correla-
tion using total construction times . Therefore the curves for start-up 
and construction times versus nuclear capacity were made in terms of a 
normalized time unit of months per Mwe. These curves are plotted in 
Figure 11. Decreases in time of construction and start-up are quite 
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Table 7. Start-up time and construction time data 
Months to Years to Mo. start-up Mo. construction 
Reactor start-up construct per Kye per Mwe 
Shippingport <l mo. 2.75 yr. Core l: 0.486 
Core 2: 0.220 
Fermi 6 6.90 0. 0985 1.36 
Indian Point 5 5.15 0.033 0.457 
Dresden 8 2. 60 0.040 0.156 
Yankee s 2. 75 0.031 0.204 
Elk River 7 4.25 0.318 2.32 
wet-> on line 
Hallam 10 3.25 0 . 132 0.516 
Piqua 2 3.80 0.175 4.00 
Pathfinder ll 4.00 0.178 1.20 
Big Rock Point 7 2.50 0.146 0.628 
BONUS 2 3.25 0.112 2.39 
Humboldt Bay 2 2.30 0.400 0.552 
Peach Bottom 3 2. 60 0.07S o. 780 
Bodega Bay 4 3.50 0.0128 0.134 
Dairyland 3 2.70 0.060 0.647 
San Onofre 5 2.75 0.0133 0. 088 
Malibu Beach 4.00 0.104 
Connecticut Yankee 4.30 0.112 
Nine Mile Point 
Oyster Creek 
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obvious and more regular than one might expect considering the unknowns 
and plant to plant variations present in such a young industry. These 
curves exhibit no sign of breaking and represent the very large reduction 
rates of 291 and 44.41 for construction and start•up times respectively. 
Only data from large water reactors were used. 
In conclusion, reactors built now and in the future should be 
constructed and brought on line much more rapidly than the earlier 
plants. This is important since interest must be paid on money during 
construction and anything that shortens this time saves money. The total 
amount of interest paid during the construction of a 500 Mwe plant (6) 
may vary from $4.5xl06 to $ll.7xl06 depending upon the interest rate and 
construction time. Therefore it is important to be able to accurately 
estimate the interest which must be paid in a given situation and this 
can best be done by accurate estimates of the length of time the money 
must be borrowed. 
D. Application to Efficiency, Burnup, and Core Life Data 
It would seem reasonable for the thermal efficiency of nuclear power 
reactors to increase as reactor designs are optimized and materials 
capable of sustained operation at higher temperatures are developed. In 
Figure 12 the net thermal efficiency is plotted against the cumulative-
installed water-reactor capacity. Predictions (4, 10) are that in 1980 
efficiencies may reach 40X and the addition of topping devices such as 
MHD generators may allow efficiencies to attain even higher values. 
While the steam power cycle is limited by the Carnot efficiency, many 
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topping devices potentially may allow the whole plant to oper ate at an 
efficiency greater than the Carnot efficiency. Four predicted data 
points (10) are included in Figure 12 to help determine the most likely 
rate of increase from the scattered data. The two highest data points 
represent the BONUS and Big Rock Point reactors which are nuclear and 
fossil superheat reactors respec tively. Even though conditions inside the 
pressure vessels are quite different, both BWR and PWR plants are inc luded 
in this figure since t here are not large differences in their 
efficienc ies . 
The burnup for the first core and equilibrium cores of all reactors 
on which information is available is tabulated in Table 8 and the 
equilibrium core burnups are plotted in Figure 13. While these curves 
do not illustrate learning in the usual sense, they serve to point out a 
pitfall. These curves indicate that in the near future burnups on the 
order of 24,000 megawatt-days per tonne of uranium will be reached for the 
water moderated reactors and it appears that thi s is the highest burnup 
expected in the forseeable future. This is not necessarily true though 
and spokesmen from Westinghouse believe that 30,000 Mwd/T is not 
unrealistic. This point was brought out because it appears to be 
contrary to dir ect extrapolation from Figure 13. However, 'little or no 
research effort was expended on the reactors which seem to indicate the 
leveling trend. This serves to reiterate one of the premises of this 
theory which states that improvement will occur only as long as it is 
ac tively sought. 
Finally, there is one more major area where "learning1·1 techniques 
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Table 8. Efficiency, burnup, and core life data 
Thermal 1st core Equilibrium 
Reactor efficiency burnup burnup (Mwd/T) 
Shippingport 26.0'l 11,000 (Mwd/T) 
Fermi 30.5 6,000 
Indian Point 29.8 14,800 (U & Th) 20,000 (U & Th) 
Dresden ,Jl.7 10,000 12,000 
Yankee 29.0 6,300 14,000 
Elk River 31.4 6,700 
Hallam 29.5 8,000 12,000 
Piqua 25. l 3,000 
Pathfinder 31.5 7,800 10,000 
Big Rock Point 33.0 11,000 14,000 
BONUS 33.0 11,000 
Humboldt Bay 30.4 11,000 14,000 
Peach Bottom 34.6 60,000 
Bodega B4y 31.0 16,500 22,000 
Dairyland 30.3 13,200 16,000 
San Onofre 31.0 24,000 24,000 
Malibu Beach 31.4 24,000 
Connecticut Yankee 31.4 20,000 24,000 
Nine Mile Point 32.5 16 ,500 22,000 
Oyster Creek 32.2 13,400 22,000 
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may be applicable. This application is to the prediction of plant 
stretchout, i . e., the capability of a plant to produce more than its 
rated capacity. It was found in the chemical industry (7) that in 1951 
there was a 1,200,000 bbl. /stream day world capacity of fluid catalytic• 
cracking units . This capacity was producing 1,600,000 bbl./stream day. 
Hirschmann showed that when feed capacity as per cent of design 
capacity was plotted on linear paper against years of plant operation the 
performance improved rapidly the first few years and continued at a 
slower rate in later years. The curve produced resembled the inverse of 
the conventional learning curves. While chemical plants are probably 
somewhat more flexible and &usceptible to increases in capacity than 
nuclear plants, improvements in operating techniques and equipment should 
also permit nuclear plants to experience this same type of capacity 
increases. Figure 14 shows the results of most of the nuclear core 
performance data available and while it does show dramatic increases in 
plant capacities the data are too scattered to be useful in accurately 
predicting increases in plant stretchout. It should be noted that these 
increases generally occur in a stepwise fashion with each core change. 
For example, in the case of the Yankee reactor, the first core was 
replaced after 2.3 years of effective full power operation. This core 
had an energy content 1. 22 times that of the first core and after a total 
full power operation time of 4 . 6 years the second core was replaced by 
the third core. The third core has an available energy content 1.37 times 
that of the first core. The increase in energy content may come about by 
either increasing the power output or increasing the core lifetime, or 
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both. Both these factors tend to produce lower power costs. Much work 
remains to be done in optimizing core performance through both nuclear 
and heat transfer studies. Advances in these areas may permit this 
technique to become quite useful. 
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Since virtually everything man does is capable of being done better 
at a later time, it seems that if a continuous effort is expended to do 
a job better then this goal will be continuously achieved. Many processes 
in which an improvement of this sort have been found to occur may be 
described by the manufacturing progress function or the learning curve. 
In this thesis correlation was found to exist for (1) capital costs, 
(2) total power costs, (3) R&D costs, (4) construction time, (5) start-up 
time, and (6) station thermal efficiency in the nuclear power industry. 
Very rapid improvement w.as found for total power coats. construction time, 
start-up time, and R&D costs, while improvement was slower in reducing 
capital costs and increasing efficiencies. This method of correlation 
should become much more useful as more information becomes available on 
nuclear plants and as long as no major changes occur in either the goals 
of the nuclea~ industry or in the national economy. That is, the 
technique works best when "everything is going smoothly." Vast changes 
in the system, e.g., in the value of the dollar will show up in the 
"learning curves." This may be seen in the 1930-1945 period for both the 
installed and total power costs for the conventional power industry. 
The slope• of all the curves except the one for efficiency were 
larger than would be expected from the nature of the nuclear industry. 
These larger slopes were caused by technological and organizational 
improvements which have occurred very rapidly in the young industry. 
It seeOlS that with the information available this technique has 
been pushed about as far as possible in its application to the nuclear 
52 
power industry unless curves for operations other than those proposed here 
are used. As previously stated, the ultimate goal of this type of analy-
sis is to be able to construct the types of curves drawn here without the 
necessity of grouping all reactors into two groups, i.e., size would be 
used as a parameter. 
Except for the period 1930-1945 conventional costs followed learning 
predictions quite closely over a 50 year period. It will be interesting 
to see how the nuclear power industry compares over a similar period of 
time. 
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